Toms Monaco (Monte Carlo) Cruise Port Guide
1) Maps show elevators to avoid steep streets/stairs, 2) bus routes &
schedules, and 3) descriptions and photos of Oceanographic Museum,
Cathedral, Palace, Casino, etc.
The Principality of Monaco is uniquely beautiful and regal. It is special to
Americans because we admired and loved Princess Grace. (Photo right.)
Before your visit, see http://www.photomazza.com/?-Monaco- for an awesome
photo documentary. It covers the history and almost everything there is to see
and visit including the palace, churches, museums, casino, gardens, skyscrapers,
underground train station, mountains, monuments, squares, state events, cultural
activities, sporting events, and every tourist site. You don't have to click on each
photo, just scroll with the arrow at the right of your monitor to preview your visit.
Although tiny in size with an area of 0.79 sq. mi. and 2.5 miles of coastline,
Monaco has impressive statistics. Average annual income is $ 215,000.
Unemployment = 0% and there are no income taxes. Real estate is the most expensive in the world = $ 4,789
per square foot. Life expectancy for the 35,407 residents of Monaco is 90 years, the highest in the world.
Planning your shore excursion in Monaco
Monaco is a wonderful and unique port. Monte Carlo, the capital city, is clean, safe, attractive, with many
things to see and do. And it's a short train or bus ride to nearby popular tourist sites along the French Riviera.
Consider the following for self guided touring:
• Road use and travel restrictions during the annual Grand Prix Formula One race in Monaco
• FREE tourist site admission discount coupons from Tourist Information
• Monaco is a tiny country on a mountain. It's important to know where the elevators (lifts) and escalators
are to avoid walking up/down stairways and steeply inclined streets. The public bus system is the
easiest way to travel in Monaco for 1 euro for a single trip or 3 euros/person/day.
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CAVEAT
Information contained herein is believed to be accurate. PLEASE verify the information you use for your travel
plans. Opinions expressed are my own. This port guide is protected by copyright law - see the last page of this
guide for legal notices.
Tom Sheridan
Monaco-06-20-2012
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Effect of Grand Prix Race on Travel
The Monaco Grand Prix completely transforms the heart of Monte Carlo near the harbor, and restricts
travel/road use. In April, preparations begin for the race. Fences, safety barricades, temporary pedestrian
bridges over roads, and viewing stands are constructed. Road lane markings, signs, and traffic signals are
removed and replaced with Formula One track markings. The entire road is repaved.
This process is disruptive of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Our guide told us it takes about 4 weeks to install all
barricades in preparation for the race, about 10 days for the race, and then another 4 weeks to remove the
barricades and restore the roads for normal traffic and pedestrian use.
The map (at left) shows the Grand Prix Course in Monte Carlo. Note
that the race track is 1000-2000 feet from docked cruise ships in the
harbor. If your ship is docked there, you should be able to see and hear
the race. That's a better deal than paying $ 1000 for a ticket to the race.
If Monaco is on your cruise itinerary during the April-May time frame,
the race will affect your ability to tour the area. At minimum, your
photographs will contain ugly fencing and barricades in the background.
Pedestrian and bus traffic may be impaired during your visit. The city
will be very crowded during the week of the race. And your cruise line
may use another port. Our ship aborted Monaco and went to Cannes
during the week of the race.
Roads and walkways in Monaco-Ville (Old Town) are not effected by
the race. So you should be able to walk from the cruise ship dock to the
Oceanographic Museum, the Cathedral, and the Palace. Visiting the
Casino could be difficult because it is surrounded by the race track.

FREE Discount Coupon Book from Tourist Information
Pick up a FREE discount coupon book from a
tourist office. The photos at left show the
cover and one page from the book.
You could save 33 euros if you went to all of
the attractions. I paid 28 euros for my wife
and I to visit the Oceanographic Museum. I
could have saved 5 euros if I had this discount
book.
There are two Tourist Information offices next
to the cruise ship dock. See the next page for
location.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Topography - Effect of Mountains on Pedestrian Travel
Monaco is mountainous. Walking a short distance from the ship's dock may involve climbing many stairs or
steep inclines unless you know where the free, elevators (lifts) and escalators are located.

If you use elevators (lifts) and escalators, you can walk, without
climbing any stairs, from the ship's dock to the Street Level in
Monaco-Ville on top of the mountain ~ 110 feet above the dock.
(Photo above) Note the 9 story building for height reference.
A Tourist office is in a metal building as indicated in the photos
above and right.
There is also a Tourist Office in the red Port Building next to the
ship (photo below). Both Tourist Offices were open and manned
when our ship arrived in the morning. The offices were open, but
there was no one working there in the afternoon. Tourist brochures
are FREE and are on top of, or behind the counter.
The red port building next to the ship has
a tourist office. There is a metal security
fence between the ship and the port
building. Enter the building from the
outside, front of the ship, accessible as a
non-secure area in front of the fence.
There is also an elevator in the port
building which saves you climbing 3
flights of stairs to the top of the sea wall.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Monaco Is Ideal For Self-Guided Touring, But - - - Monaco is tiny with an area of 0.79 square miles and a coast only 2.5 miles long. You're not going far, but it is
not easy to find your way around. Signs pointing the way blend-in rather than stand-out. The elevators (lifts)
are difficult to find, and the train station is hidden underground.
Travel guides and websites describe the difficulty of finding your way around:
• “You have to be resourceful to find the lifts in the parking garages”.
• The “easy to miss entrance to the train station is near the pink building”.

This Port Guide Emphasizes Simple, No-Sweat, Self-Guided Travel Including:
•
•
•

Step-by-step walking directions to the Oceanographic Museum without climbing stairs
Use of public buses for easy travel throughout Monaco. Detailed route maps are included.
Location of the easy to find entrance to the train station = Monte-Carlo-Pont-Ste-Devote(Gare)

Princesse Stephanie bus stop at the harbor:
The bus stop is at the end of the harbor. Walk along the harbor and climb one flight of stairs. This bus stop is
for public buses, a HopOn bus and a Little Train.
Public buses 1 & 2 cost 3 euros/person/day and go everywhere plus they connect to other bus lines.
The Monaco Le Grand Tour HopOn bus costs 10 euros/person/day, takes one hour and makes 12 stops.

http://monacolegrandtour.com/en/partners/compagnie-des-autobus-de-monaco-monaco-bus-company-15-07-2011/

The Little Train costs 8 euros and makes several stops http://www.monacotours.mc/visites.php
The tour starts and finishes at the Oceanographic Museum (Monaco-Ville) and lasts 30 minutes.
NOTE: I am not sure whether you can board the Little Train at Princesse Stephanie bus stop. Also, a
friend told me that the Little Train only makes 4 stops.
Self-Guided Touring Options
Monaco-Ville is a popular tourist area to visit the Oceanographic Museum, the Cathedral, and the Palace.
The Casino is a popular site to have friends take you picture in front of luxury cars and to visit the luxury shops.
Some people walk to the Casino; I'd take a public bus or the HopOn bus.
The botanical gardens at the end of bus route #2 are also popular.
Some people like to walk the Grand Prix race circuit; that can be a strenuous walk.
There is a train station in Monaco which is convenient to visit areas outside Monaco along the French Riviera.
Do some research to decide how to spend your time in port. See this website re things to see and do in Monaco
http://www.visitmonaco.com/en
Monaco-06-20-2012
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Step-by-step Walking Directions from the Ship's Dock to the Oceanographic Museum

The photo above shows the elevator to the top of the sea wall in the Port Building next to the cruise ship, the
elevator at the sea side of the parking garage, and the street level for the Oceanographic Museum.
Walking route to Monaco-Ville (Museum, Cathedral, & Palace) Without Climbing Any Stairs:
1. Take the elevator in the Port Building parking garage next to the ship up 2 floors.
2. Walk west on top of the sea wall to the end of the parking garage near the Oceanographic Museum
and take the elevator up 2 levels.
3. Walk ~ 250 feet inside the parking garage to the back wall of the attached, much higher, garage. You
are walking away from the sea. Take the elevator up to the top (about 5 floors)
4. Exit the elevator at the top; you'll see an escalator to the street next to the Oceanographic museum.

The photo above shows the location of the dock for ship's tenders and the elevator to the top of the sea wall.
The elevator is in the Port Building-Parking Garage next to the ship tied up to the dock.
The photo below shows the entrance to the elevator at the dock and the sign above. You enter the elevator at
Monaco-06-20-2012
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level 0 (zero) and go to the top level 2. Note the elevator also goes down because there are car parking spaces
for cars below the dock.

The photo below is the top of the sea wall. You are walking west on flat, level surfaces toward Fort Antoine.

Photo below - bear left at the tunnel and continue walking along the sea.

Photo below - bear left at the parking garage and continue walking along the sea.
Monaco-06-20-2012
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.
Photo below - continue to bear left and walk along the sea side of the parking garage.

Photo at right - enter the parking garage
through the door shown by the arrow.
The photo below shows the sign above the
door where you enter the parking garage to
take the elevator.

When you enter the door, the elevators are immediately in front
of you. You are at parking garage level -2 (there are lower
levels). Take the elevator to the top which is level 0 (zero)

Monaco-06-20-2012
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When you exit the elevator in the top of the
parking garage, turn right and walk in the
direction of the arrow, (photo right) past the
escalators approximately 250 feet to a new set
of elevators at the back wall in the building.
Stay inside the building. The elevators are at
the back side of the parking garage = furthest,
most inland point from the sea where you
entered the parking garage. Take the elevator
to the top level. When you exit the elevator,
you will see an escalator to take you up to the
street level, next to the northeast corner of the
Oceanographic Museum.

How to Locate Elevators (Lifts) and Escalators in Monaco
Elevators (lifts) may be difficult to find because most of them are inside parking garages. Signs are subtle and
tend to blend in rather than stand out. Elevators are usually in pairs with one near the sea at the low point and a
second bank of elevators on the back wall of the parking garage, at the high point of the mountain.
The photo below shows a pair of elevators in the parking garage near the Oceanographic Museum. Note that
elevator #1 takes you from the sea wall up two floors in the parking garage. You have to walk about 250 feet
inside the parking garage toward the mountain where the adjacent garage is much higher. You will find elevator
# 2 on the back wall of the building which takes you up about 5 levels to an escalator which goes up to the street
level next to the northeast corner of the Oceanographic Museum. I have designated the elevators as 1 & 2 for
clarity. They are NOT numbered elevators.
Monaco uses map
icons to show
pairs of elevators
and the horizontal
spacing between
the elevators.
One method shows two
elevator symbols
separated by a dotted line
which represents the
horizontal distance
between the elevators.
Blue dots are used to
show walking paths to
the elevators. See the
icon above at right. Bus
route maps use this icon.
Another map icon is a solid red line representing the horizontal spacing between a pair of elevators. The maps
showing lift, escalator, tunnel, and walking paths use the solid red lines for elevator locations.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Map of Lifts and Moving Walkways (below)

This is a section of the “official map”showing 33 public lifts and travelators. Download the full map pdf file from
http://www.tomsportguides.com/uploads/5/8/5/4/58547429/liftescalatormap-monacomalin.pdf
LEGEND: Lifts = solid red line, Moving walkways = parallel red lines, Underground passage = dotted red line, Stairs = blue line with black cross-lines.

Note that I have added #1 = Dock for cruise ships, #2 = Fort Antoine, #3 = Oceanographic Museum, #4 = Cathedral, #5 = Palace, # 6 = Casino.
The “official” map does NOT show the elevator (lift) at the cruise ship dock - that's amazing!
Monaco-06-20-2012
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Closest Public Bus Stop to Cruise Ship Dock
The photo below shows red arrows for walking routes from the Port Building to Princesse Stephanie stop for
buses 1&2 and the walking route to the Oceanographic Museum. It's about 2000 feet to either location.

To get to the bus stop, walk along the harbor past the beautiful boats. At the end of the harbor, cross a small
street, go up a flight of stairs, cross a second street and you are at the bus stop.
The photo-left shows the cross street at the end of the
harbor. Cross as shown by the red arrow. These photos
were taken during barricade construction for the May
2012 Grand Prix race. You will see fencing everywhere
to restrict pedestrians from the race course.
The red pedestrian bridge in this photo is temporary for
the Formula 1 race. The pedestrian bridge was closed,
but the temporary gate to the stairs was open.
Monaco spends a gazillion euros installing temporary
barricades, fencing, and pedestrian bridges for use during
the race.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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When you cross the street, you are near a small cafe
(photo below). Behind the cafe, you'll see a set of stairs
as shown by the red arrow. Go up the stairs – photo right.

At the top of the stairs, you will see the Princess Stephanie bus
stop. In this photo, there is a lot of temporary fencing in
preparation for the race. But the buses are running on schedule as
long as it is not race time.
Walking from the cruise ship dock to this bus stop is easy. It's
2000 feet on level ground plus one flight of stairs.

If you want to cross the street, walk 200 feet to the right in this photo (east) to a permanent, white pedestrian
bridge with an elevator. There is not a traffic light here, the pedestrian bridge is the safe way to cross the road.

MAP – Monaco Tourist Sites & Bus Routes/Timetables:
Download the FREE, high resolution pdf map of the entirety of Monaco showing points of interest and all
bus lines and stops and the timetable from http://www.cam.mc/documents/1298472237.pdf
Print this map in color BEFORE you leave for vacation. I set my printer to print a poster in landscape mode,
130% tile scale, 0.1” overlap, and taped the sheets together to create a very legible 22” wide by x 17” high map.
You could take the pdf map file on a USB flash drive to Staples office supply. They charge $ 7.41 to print the
map 16” wide x 12” high. Save money and get a larger, more readable map by printing it yourself.
For detailed information on the public bus system, see www.cam.mc
Monaco-06-20-2012
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This is a Section of the “Official” Bus Route Map
Download the full map from http://www.cam.mc/documents/1298472237.pdf

Cruise ships dock (shown as #1 on the map above) in Condamine Bay at the Hercules Port. Ships often anchor and tender passengers in.
I have described tourist attractions #2-#6 on pages 16-19 of this port guide.
These tourist sites are within walking distance of the ship. Note the distance scale of 500 feet on this map. However, I strongly recommend you
review maps showing 33 public lifts, moving walkways, and bus routes to minimize walking up/down steep streets and climbing stairs. Note the lift
at the dock next to the cruise ships to get to the top of the sea wall.
Monaco-06-20-2012
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2012 Timetable for Buses 1 & 2

Buses 1 & 2 are popular. For the full timetable, see http://www.cam.mc/documents/1298472237.pdf
These buses will take you from Princesse Stephanie (near the docks) to all the tourist sites you may wish to
visit. I have included street level photos showing the bus stop relative to the popular tourist sites.
Monaco-06-20-2012
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2012 Schedule & Timetable for Bus Lines 4, 5, & 6
Enlarge this on your computer monitor to see more detail

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Interactive Bus Route – see http://www.cam.mc/plan-reseau.php

The diagram above is an interactive web page which allows you to see routes for
specific bus lines. The website has a lot of useful information for planning selfguided tours using the public bus system.
For example, the diagram at right is the route for bus line #1.
I highly recommend visiting this website.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Popular Tourist Sites in Monaco (#2 through #6 shown on the maps on pages 9 & 12)
#2 Fort Antoine 98000 Monaco
The fortress is next to the cruise ship dock on Le Rocher (the Rock).
It was built in the 18th century and is currently used as an outdoor theater. The performances
are mostly mime or choreographed for international audiences. In July and August, the
shows are taken into the streets.
Admission = free, except during theatrical performances.
Note that there are several steps to climb ~ 6 stories (60 feet). Personally, I don't think the
view is worth the climb. I would not climb it.
#3 Oceanographic Museum & Aquarium (Musée Océanographique de Monaco)
Avenue Saint-Martin, 98000 Monaco Official website = http://www.oceano.mc/
A world-famous, must visit site associated with Jacques Cousteau. The museum has spectacular displays and
there are 90 tanks/pools with some of the most rare fish, coral, and marine life. See photos below. The shark
lagoon allows you to see sharks, rays, majestic, jacks and moray eels, and a hawksbil. The coral reef is used for
pioneering research and has an impressive and colorful collection of large species and predators. The top floorroof of the building allows impressive views of the area and there are some large turtles there.

Open daily (except during Formula 1 Grand-Prix): April to Sept: 9.30am – 7pm; Oct to March: 10am – 6pm
2012 Price: Adults: €14 Children aged 4-18 and students: €6.50
Partially handicap accessible.
If arriving by bus, walk east (left in this photo) from Monaco-Ville
bus stop, and turn south at the corner. You can see the arch of the
Oceanographic Museum in the photo below. See the map at right.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Monaco-Ville Tourist Sites – Oceanographic Museum, Cathedral, and Palace

Note the scale of 250 feet and the location of the Monaco-Ville bus stop on the aerial photo above.
It is a short and scenic walk between these tourist site along the sea. Enlarge this aerial photo on your computer monitor to read the street names.
Tentative Self-Guided Tour:
Walk 2000 feet from the ship's dock to the Oceanographic Museum. Continue walking to the Cathedral which opens at 8:30 AM (adm=FREE). The
Oceanographic Museum opens at 9:30 AM in the summer, 10:00 AM in fall (adm=14 euro, 11:50 with discount coupon). See the changing of the
guard at the Palace at noon (adm = FREE). Tour the Palace if you wish (adm= 7 euro). Walk to the Monaco-Ville bus stop and take bus #1 (3
euros/day) to Place Du Casino bus stop. The Casino opens at 2:00 PM (adm= 10 euros). You must have a passport and proper dress code. Take bus
#1 to Princesse Stephanie bus stop at the harbor and walk 2000 feet from the bus stop to the ship's dock.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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# 4 Monaco Cathedral (Church of Saint Nicholas)
4 Rue Colonel Bellando de Castro, 98000 Monaco
website = http://www.cathedrale.mc/

It is a beautiful
church with a very unique and contemporary
design organ with four keyboards to facilitate
spiritual concerts. Princess Grace is buried
here. (photo right)
Free admission (outside religious services),
8.30am – 7pm (6pm in winter)
# 5 Princes Palace (Palais Princier de Monaco)
Tunnel Rocher Palais, 98000 Monaco
Website = http://www.palais.mc/monaco/palais-princier/english/homepage.1969.html

Guardian of an ancient tradition, this Palace located in a unique setting upon the "Rock" of Monaco,was built on
the site of a fortress erected by the Genoese in 1215. Today the splendors of this Palace can be admired by all,
such as its Italian-style gallery and its 15th century frescoes; its Louis XVth lounge all in yellow and gold, its
blue room, a harmonious blend of glorious blue and gold; its Mazarin room covered with multi-coloured wood
paneling; the Throne Room, decorated with an impressive Renaissance fireplace; the Palatine Chapel built in
the 17th century; St-Mary's Tower, built from the white stones of nearby La Turbie; the Main Courtyard and its
17th century Carrara marble double staircase.
There is an impressive changing of the guard ceremony around noon.
Open daily: 10:30-5:30 PM
Entrance fee = Adults: €7 Children aged 8-14 and students: €3.50
Visit duration: 40 minutes.
Monaco-06-20-2012
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# 6 Monte-Carlo Casino (Casino de Monte Carlo)
Place du Casino, Monaco
website = http://www.montecarlosbm.com/luxury-casinos-monaco/monte-carlo-casino/
The architecture is impressive. Inside you will find marble paving,
onyx columns, red and gold decorations, bas reliefs, frescoes,
sculptures, stained glass windows, paintings, and bronze lamps.
Open daily from 2 PM.
Restricted access: Proof of identity required. Minimum age = 18.
Most people use their passport to enter the casino.
Gaming room dress: No shorts , flip flops, sport shoes, military, or
religious uniforms. Jacket required > 8 PM
Entrance fee = 10 euros
Entrance to the slot machine atrium area is free.
The map below shows bus stops close to the Casino. Note the distance scale of 200 feet.

Suggested website for planning your trip to Monaco
This website has many useful links and travel tips for the region http://www.monaco-iq.com/transport

Monaco-06-20-2012
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The easy to find entrance to the train station = Monte-Carlo-Pont-Ste-Devote(Gare)
The French train website is http://www.gares-en-mouvement.com The Monaco train station website is www.garedemonaco.com
Download a map of the Monaco train station at http://www.garedemonaco.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Plan-Gare-V8_250111.pdf
Monaco is different from most train stations:
• Most train stations have a large, high building complex which is easy to spot from the street and on maps. The Monaco train station complex
is built into mountains; it's mostly underground. You can't see much of it from the street nor find it in aerial photo maps.
• Most train stations have one, prominent main entrance. There are multiple entrances/exits to the Monaco station via parking garages and
underground pedestrian walkways plus a complex set of elevators (lifts), escalators, and stairways around the mountains. Location of
entrances is NOT intuitive. They are easy to miss; you have to find and follow “Access Gare” signage to the entrances. Personally, I don't
like walking directions such as “look for the pink building”. I want a highly visible entrance to the train station next to a bus stop.

The main, high level entrance to the train station is Monte-Carlo at Pont Sainte Devote. The entrance has a huge sign over the building “Gare
de Monaco”. You can't miss it. This entrance is next to the stop for Monaco buses 2, and 4. Buses are the easiest way to travel in Monaco to avoid
getting lost, climbing stairs, and walking steeply inclined streets. For details on the bus routes and schedules see pages 13 & 14 of this port guide.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Aerial Photo of Gare de Monaco Pont Sainte Devote Entrance to Train Station
Enter these coordinates in Google Maps 43.73862,7.419355 to pinpoint this location. For the image of my
computer screen below, I set Google maps to “satellite” view and dragged the yellow profile of the man onto the
map. Rotate the man icon around and move it down the street to see the buildings to familiarize yourself with
exactly what you will see near this entrance to the train station.

The aerial photo below is from Bing. It shows the relationship of Pont Ste Devote(Gare) bus stop to the Casino
and harbor. If you are arriving in Monaco train station and wish to go to the Casino, take the #4 bus toward
Saint Roman. It is 2 stops to Casino “Tourisme”. Check the bus routes and schedules for your trip.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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Popular Tourist Sites Along Eastern French Riviera. (map below).

Cruise ships dock and/or anchor to tender passengers ashore at the ports of Cannes, Nice, Villefranche-sur-Mer,
and Monaco. The ports are small with limited or no dock space so you'll probably use the tenders. Wherever
your ship anchors or docks, you'll have access to many popular tourist sites along the French Riviera.

Three Port Guides for Eastern French Riviera
Download All of Them
READ the Cannes-Nice Port Guide FIRST
Cannes – Nice France Port Guide – an Introduction to Touring the French Riviera
Describes the French train and bus system with tips for self-guided touring. Includes information on
popular tourist sites of Cannes, Nice, St. Paul de Vence, Eze Village, Grasse, and St. Raphael.
Information on these tourist sites is NOT repeated in other port guides.
Monte Carlo Monaco Port Guide
Focuses on the port and tourist sites in Monaco. Includes bus route maps and schedules plus step-bystep directions to avoid steep streets and climbing stairs. This should help you spend your time enjoying
the tourist sites, rather than wasting time figuring out how to get to them. Includes information on bus
stops near the Monaco train station with tips on how to get around Monaco if arriving by bus or train.
Villefranche-sur-Mer France Port Guide
Focuses on this port with detailed information for travel by train or bus to Nice and Monaco.

Monaco-06-20-2012
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User Feedback Is Welcome
Goal
My guides are designed to help you plan a great cruise vacation by providing information such as where the
ship docks, location of tourist sites, public transit, walking tour maps, things to see and do, travel issues unique
to the port, etc. Knowledge of ports is important when planning shore excursions because you have to make
many decisions and commitments long before your ship docks. I believe the information in this guide is
accurate, however you are responsible to verify accuracy of the information that you use to plan your vacation.
Information on cruise ports frequently changes such as bus routes, admission fees to sites, rental car locations,
etc. Cruise Critic is the best source for up-to-date, detailed information on travel details for shore excursions,
reviews of cruise ships, etc. There are many knowledgeable people on Cruise Critic who are willing to share
their expertise and travel experience. I highly recommend www.CruiseCritic.com; it's free to join.
Why feedback is important
User feedback helps me make corrections and improve the format and content in my quest to produce the
“ultimate” port guides. I welcome offers to collaborate with me or provide materials for use in my guides.
PLEASE Help “spread the word” about my website
The only negative feedback I get is, “I wish I knew about your port guides before my vacation”. Please tell
your friends and post a reference to my guides and website on the blogs. To receive email notification when
new guides are available, send your email address to me at TomsPortGuides@gmail.com

Copyright Notice & Terms and Conditions for Use of My Guides
My port guides and everything on my website www.TomsPortGuides.com is copyrighted by Thomas Sheridan
with all rights reserved, and protected by international copyright laws.
PERMITTED USE: Personal, non-commercial use of my port guides and/or material from my website.
I allow individuals to take my guides apart for personal, non-commercial use. Many cruisers carry a map or a
few pages from my guide on a shore excursion. That's OK. I also allow people to post my guides on websites
they set up for fellow travelers to share information on shore excursions such as the websites set up by Cruise
Critic members for the Roll Calls. That's OK. My guides are for use and enjoyment of individual travelers.
PROHIBITED USE of my port guides and/or material from my website.
NO person, company, organization, website, etc. is permitted to use material from my website for a commercial
purpose, to sell, require a membership to download my port guides, or use my copyrighted material for a
commercial purpose.
NO person, company, organization, website, etc. is permitted to distribute excerpts from my guides or material
from my website as electronic, digital, or paper copies. My Port Guides must be kept intact, as downloaded
from my website, with this copyright notice.
NO Cruise Ship employee, representative, contractor, port lecturer, etc. is permitted to distribute excerpts from
my guides or material from my website as electronic, digital or paper copies. My Port Guides must be kept
intact, as downloaded from my website, with this copyright notice. A blatant example of violation of my
copyright was a cruise ship docked in Copenhagen where the shore excursion desk personnel removed maps
from my guide, removed my name as the copyright owner, and copied/distributed my maps.
Fortunately, a friend of mine on that ship complained to the purser and the ship stopped violating my copyright.
If there is any question about use of my guides, contact me at TomsPortGuides@Gmail.com
Tom Sheridan

Monaco-06-20-2012
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